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Low energy physics is essentially controlled hy the GoUistone particle, i.e. the pion. The

relevant parameter is the pion decay constant. /». This is related to the quark condensa* e

< qq > through the Weinberg sum rule. In the QCD sum n*~e approach also, the nucleon mass is

determined predominantly by the odd dimensional operator < qq > (loffe '. Reinders. Rubinstein

and Yazaki 2). At higher density the condensate decreases in magnitude (Baília. Cleymans and

Scadron1. Dey, Dey and Ghose *) and /» also decreases correspondingly (Dey and Dey 5) . This

results in chances ia the nucleon property, for example in the increase in the radius expected from

the EMC experimental data through reselling (Close. Roberts and Ross 6 ) . In the formalism of

relaiivisttc Hartree-Fock theory (Dey, Dey aad Le Tourneux '), justified by the large Sc theory of

t Hooft' and Witten10 . one gets a weakening of the confinement {Dey et al.*1) at higher density.

If one uses the potential due to Richardson12, this means a decrease in A, the oniy parameter

present in the interaction. We wish to recall that for light quarks one has to use a marring quark

mass mfr) to get correct nucleon radius and other properties' .

Relativistic description of nuclear structure and reactions, within Quantum Hadrodynamics

(QHD) has b«n greacly developed during the last several years (Serot and Walecka33. Ceienza.

Rozenthal and Shakin14 ). Can one show the compatibility of this model with the mean field

quark model ? In a crude way this was done by Guichon15 and Frederico et al. 16 where they

assumed that there is a scalar a and a vector ~ field coupied to the quark. As clearly stated by

Guichon.. this is a very strong assumption ?1 r neither (he a nor the w are fundamental at the

quark level. One can think of the runnir • x A mass mix) as beinz due to a a fíeld There :>r»

two problems in doing this. First one ha r n ;e care of the Goldstone pion since one is breakine

chjral symmetrj'. This is hard to do s/if? r ie pion-quark coupling is a highly non-iinear one

and only in the Zahed model1T in lower' ,;..ension one can treat this exactly. But we need not

worry about this here since we can intr «uce the well established one pion exchange potential

(OPEP in short) at the QHD level in c tiear matter and thus correct for the deficiency of the

quark model. The energy due to the OPL " in nuclear matter has been estimated in second order

perturbation theory by Cenni, Conte ano C'illon18 using wave functions in nuclear maitpr ftpmv-H



from the Reid soft con» potential ". This is almost mode! independent since tha GPE? '.ail î

the same in all modern nudeon-nucieon interactions . And the second order OPEP contribution

is insensitive to the finer details of the nuclear matter wave function - it only depends on the

mtmnd in the wave function in a erode sort of way. We will next took at the problem from the

QCD point of v iet .

Starting from the action for a system of interacting quarks and ghions one can obtain, after a

series of approximations, a Dirac Hamiltonian with a two body static potential. It was shown by

't Hooft 9 that such a classical (as opposed to field theoretic where q~q loops essentially introduces

infinite degrees of freedom) two body interaction may be derived by summing all the gluon loops

that one can draw on a plane. Witten>0 further showed that this interaction, which is appropriate

for the meson (essentially a two body system), can also be used in the mean field approximation

for a baryon in the same order. Present day techniques do not permit summing up ail the planar

gluon diagrams which would yield such a potential unambiguously. As an alternative one can

borrow a potential from the meson calculation, for example that of Crater and van Alstine s

mentioned before and test it for a baryon (Dey,D«.y and Le Touroeux '). The potential used in

this case is due to Richardson13 and it passes the test very well. For the sake of completeness we

present this potential here:

6xA(l).A(2) / ( A T )
K) 4 33 -2 .V , l A r Ar >' W

where we have the :calar produc; of the colour SU(3) matrices Às for the two interacting quarks,

Sf is the number of flavors taken to be three, and

The action of a system of interacting quarks and gluons can be written as



where SjéU,m dcziulu», culkciivcly, the action «f giuuns. :Le çauge üxis^ ÍCTIÜ üad the u£;io

the unphysical or ghost fields, A the field potential, while jr * is the quark current

The connected Green's functions of gluons are generated by the functional

(5)= j
where dp includes the ghost fields. The full generating functional is given by

(6)Z = Í

and using (3) one can formally integrate out the gluons and ghosts and write

Z = j\dqdq\txV[i j d*xq\t d-m)q + W{j)\, (7)

thus obtaining an effective action for the quarks :

Stff = Jd*x{q(i $-m)q- (1/2) J^{xW^ytf'iytfr,

-...} (8)

where the V-s are connected Green's functions. This equation is an infinite expansion and it is

absolutely essential to have a truncation scheme if we want to extract meaningful numbers. For

AVquark systems like the baryon, the 1/A'e expansion provides such a scheme. This can be seen

by going back to the formalism of canonical quantisation and considering S,// as a function of

the field operators q and q. For an iV^-body baryon. tne expectation value of the JV currents

(JV > iVe) that are contracted with V'*,1."'*^ involves

95 " '
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* *;. t(U---,A«) < 0 ! qq--qq{N - Ne times) I 0 > *.v.il . — ,AVi- O)

Now the factor < 0 j qq • • - qq(.V — i\Tr times) | 0 > corresponds to the production of virtual

qq pairs and quark loops. It is suppressed by l/Ne and all terms invloving more than Ne currents

can be dropped in a similar manner. In spite of this restriction one cannot actually compute

even the two point Green's function to ail orders. One therefore takes the static limit and use for

'*„ a standard potential like Richardson's for example. For light (u.d) quarks one has to split

the potential arbitrarily to take care of the chiral symmetry breaking ' . An alternative has

been tried recently by Dey et al.28, where forms are taken for the mass following Shuryak21

or Brevjk12. We will discuss the fona given by Shuryak briefly (details may be found in p.

123-126 of his book). This gives

Ç (10)

< * * >as (-255A/eV)3 and the Eq. (10) is valid upto about 0.35 fin from which point

:he quark mass is taken to be flat and constant. The interesting thing is that the form of the

Hartree-Fock potential is not sensitively dependent on the form of the mass chosen, i.e. there

is not too much difference between the Shuryak21 form given above and the form given by

3revik22. In a sense this effective mass term is due to the qq terms of Eq. (9) takes in a heuristic

zianner. So it is comforting to know that while the quark mass has to be taken in a form like

in Eq. (10), the results are not sensitive on its precise form chosen. It may be relevant at this

point to recall that qq degrees of freedom may be more important in baryons than people thought

before. We refer to only two suggestions in the current literature: (a)Jaffe" has suggested large

coupling of nucieon to the o and (1>) Preparaia and Sorter"*4 have sinrees;ed large coupling to if,

both of which are present in the original analysis of Naeeis et al.25 and have been neglected in

nuclear physics for a long time.

To return to the problem we recall that one cannot use a co-ordinate dependent form for

the m{x) in a Lagrangian formalism - but has to introduce a field cur) instead. This field is an

effective field and its properties may therefore change with the ambient density. This relates the
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quark problem to the nuclear matter problem and it is . ossible to and consistent solutions for

the nuclear binding energy curve from this. One has to invoke a vector u; Seld also and, as stated

by Guichon11 and Frederico et ai. x* who first sugges.ed t:.:s kind of treatment. • these are not

fundamental at the quark level. We find that if one couples this approach with the reiativistic

HF at the quark level, the stringent condition of matching the <r(r) with the quark vvr determines

the energy density function of the sigma, Lr(<r) and mass of the sigma scales as /* with density.

U(er) looks like that found in soliton bag models. We will elaborate on this interesting point.

One can start with a parabolic form of U for zero density but then finds that cubic and quartic

terms in a have to be added. This is not unexpected since ai high ceasky if chiral symmetry is

to be restored one must have a second minimum n Vie). This is not possible with a parabolic

form since the ^ is then linear in a. This type of non-linearity has been known in the soliton

bag model for a long time 2S but it is nice to find numerical analysis compelling one to similar

solutions when the starting point is quite different.

One can fit nuclear matter in a satisfactory manner if one takes an .-mass which also scales

with density like fr and takes a standard form for the one-pion-exchange potential contribution

to nuclear matter ( from for example Cenni et al. 18 ) . This latter contribution from the OPEP

is quite justified, since QCD sum rules predict essenti:Uiy the correct value for the pion-nudeon

coupling constant (Reinders. Rubinstein and Yazaki2) and this coupling constant has very little

density dependence around normal nuclear matter deixrity (Dey, Dey and Ghose, *). The scaling

of the mass of omega with density was expected by Brown and Rho2T from the missing strength

of the longitudinal electron response. It is interesting to find that the sane behaviour is essential

to get a fit to nuclear matter starting from a quark mean field model.

As stated before, one can identify m{r) with a a field in the spirit of Friedberg and Lee

model 26. The difficulty is that one has to solve coupled equations for the a fiels and the quark

field 0 as done by Goldfiam and Wilets 2a, but with one more complication. There is now a mean

field obtained from two-body quark-quark potential selfconsistently. We have



[a.p -r 5ga\r)]$ = [i - v{r))y>, (11

with
• era Ida JU(<T) -

dr2 T dr da

and

r(r) *, JdW(r')V{r - r')p(r'), (13;

where V*(r—r') is the two body quark-quark potential, j is the quark-? coupling constant. Thf

mean field v{r) is totally confined inside the nudeon. V{a) is given by

?f(or - or? - ^ (<r - i r c } J - ±-{v - i.)4, (Mi

where the scalar a field attains its vacuum expectation value aT so that

gc, = m,, (15)

m f beicç the constituent quark mass taken to be SOOA/eV'fl-o/m'1). Observe that we wrote

U{a) in such a way that m, is the effective sigma mass:

[ ~

can be fitted to an analytic form.

g<r(r) m m(r) a m f (1 - (1 -»- or + oV/3)exp(- i»r)] . (17)

The parameter a is taken to be 5/m"1 coexistent with Shuryak's model''21. The quark mass m,

may vary a little with density4 . but this will be investigated in a more detailed work later on.

This variation is too small to change our results qualitatively. With the form given in £q, (17)

we calculate the nucl^on mass from the relasivisttc Hartree • Fock equation «elf • consistently7.

The centre of mass correction is also done as in Ref .7. The energy contribution of the sigma field
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to the nudeoa mas. is obained by integrating L'{c) and the kinetic energy density ( |(Vj}*} of

the sigma field. Tlie resulting m -ss A/.v i a. bit high but we do not worry about this since pioa

cloud correciioa couid briag this down, rbrtunateiy the nuclear matter binding is independent

of tais mass sioct Jhis is subtracted out £ om the energy.

As sees from this equation, for large r, <r becomes a constant and a constant o is what is

used in the Waiecka model. The coupling with the nuei on is given by

g, **Zg I trnpv. (IS)

The u field is introduced at this level following Serot aau Waiecka IJ so that the energy

densitv of the nuclear matter is

Here ps is the nuclear matter density, fcf is the Fermi momen-um, and M' is the effective

nucleon mass in the medium to be found self consistently from

M' m MN -(-^fikrEF - M''ln(kf + EF))Mm, (20)
Titl M

where

EF = ^Ai-1 + k\. (21)

To obtain the saturation st pg equ&l to po — 0.17/m~* gu is adjusted to

The number used by Serot and Waiecka " was 193-7. the experimental one, given in Ref. 15,

being 251 is closer to 243.5.
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We woi Jc like 10 enphasize here the way the self consistency is obtained in this calcuiation.

We solve the equations for c and <x, Eqs. (11) to (17), using the Richariison potential12 (seeEqs.

(1) and (2) ) for different density dependent parar: eters A. From this consistency w obtain

the density depender, e of the quark-sigma. coupling constant 9 and the corresponding coupling

with the mdeoo given by Eq.(lS). Next we calculate the nucieon mass from the reiativistic

Hartree-Fock equation self - consistently. We also havr included the center-ot-mass contribution

as been done in Re:.7. The sigma energy contribution to the mxdeon mass Em is added at this.*

point, after integration of the density energies (kinetic and potential). After this we have the

running nodeon mass Afjv. chat varies with the density, and the effecm-e nucieon mass in the

m-dium is obtained self consistently through the equations (20) and (21). The energy density

of the nuclear matter is obtained through Eq-t Id) and the numerical constant present in the u.-

energy, Eq.(22)r adjust the saturation at the normal nuclear density.

Is Table 1 for each density we list the corresponding A, the parameters of U(er). the quark-

sigma coupling and the nudeon-sigma coupling. In Table 2. again for the same densities, we give

the sigma contribution for the nucieon mass Er, the nucieon mass Af.v, the self consistent mass

• V . the energy contributions to the binding and the final binding energy (BE) per nucieon.. This

finai binding energy is obtained after summing all the energy contributions and subtracting the

nucieon energy at zero density. A nice feature is that the saturation is obtained with a consistent

set of parameters. Only a large a mass can give us the saturation in the right position and with

aproximaieiy the correct amount of binding energy per nucieon. The relation connecting t% and

fj, given by {jjjj^}2. ensures that we have just one minimum of the potential U at a « o, and

that the ofher two extrema are in the same position. We can also produce another minimum

with a smaller value of f3, but to keep the absolute minimum at « = ar one cannot change fi

too much. The expressions for the raergies £„ are denned by

(23)

where the £s are given in Eq. (19).



To suoinurize our main Sndiaç has been 10 observe that all the relevant masses scale wiia

nuclear matter decsiry, ia a sei: consistent calculation. In particular the scaling of m._. 3 expected

from the missing strength of the longitudinal electron response27.

We were led to fit nuclear matter more to constrain our model of chirai symmetry breaking.

We fit l~[<r). csing the ansatz for the sigma neid given by Eq. (IT), in the framework of the

reiativistic Hart re* - Fock calculation'. We -^se the Richardson potential. Calculators with

other ;>otentials like fbr exampie the one suggested by Hanssoo, Jc'nson and Peterson or Ding.

Huang and Chen ** and more de; aiied study of the solutions should be punned asd are under

We find My which are very reasonable and our sinna is lite that of a çlueball of mass more

than 2GeV. This is simitar ia spirit to Bayer and Weise I*.
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Fable 1

0

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

125

1.50

1.75

2.00

S(MeV)

225

217

209

202

194

187

180

173

166

m.(MeV)

1565

243*

2389

2233

2197

2118

2025

1933

1648

0

15

27

37

46

53.5

59

63.5

69.5-

S

13.418

12.844

12.157

l l . s 29

10.919

10.402

9.806

9.243

S.6Ó6

1Ç361

19.733

19.110

18.659

18213

17.854

17.152

16.500

15.835

Table 2

to.
e.

0

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

1.25

i.50

1-75

2.00

E,

89.90

89.89

90.36

90.29

90.25

90.17

90.60

00.76

91.53

1241

1223

1197

1176

1155

1138

1117

1097

1076

1241

1203

1156

1112

1067

1025

980.0

935.9

894.0

Ex

1241

1210

1168

1128

1087

1049

1008

968.8

931.5

E.

0

10.15

20.48

31.54

43.24

55.38

66.40

77.72

88.42

0

26.56

55.47

86.19

119.2

153.4

I 9 U

231.4

273.6

0

-7.431

-14.91

• 19.96

-24.02

-27.52

•30.58

-33.33

•35.83

BE

0

-1.729

. -12.536

-15.20?

-15.717

-10.726

..V7O1

3.278

16.-Í32

All the «ncrgiet in this Mbie 2 are given in MeV.


